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Description
To celebrate her 30th year of stitching, this new edition of her classic best-selling book includes brand new sampler charts, an extended 
stitch library and more inspirational examples of antique samplers from Jane's collection. Jane Greenoff uses her own historical samplers as 
the inspiration for 13 unique designs so that you can begin a collection of your very own. Each project chapter is inspired by a popular 
sampler style, including alphabet samplers, map samplers, darning samplers, band samplers and house samplers. There's also a beautiful 
sampler box with storage for your sewing accessories, which is Jane's anniversary project.

Key Selling Points
- Managing Director of the Cross Stitch Guild, Jane Greenoff is one of the most successful and popular cross stitch designers in the world

- This new edition includes 3 new sampler charts, an extended stitch library and a Madeira thread conversion chart

About The Author
Jane Greenoff is largely self-taught, having discovered cross stitch after giving up a 15-year career in nursing to look after her son, James. 
At that time, in 1982, she and her husband Bill moved to a Cotswold cottage and looked for something appropriate to decorate the 
walls. A neighbour introduced Jane to counted cross stitch and unaffordable antique samplers, so in 1983 she decided to design and 
stitch her own. Within six months she was marketing her first commercial kits and thus the Inglestone Collection Kit company was born. 
From its early beginnings with only £25 in the bank, the company has grown into an internationally successful business. Jane's prolific 
writing career began in 1987. Her first book, Cross Stitch Castles and Cottages was based on the houses for which Jane was already well 
known. She has since written a further 15 books. She founded the Cross Stitch Guild in 1996. Four years later, in 2000, the Cross Stitch 
Guild published its first book Cross Stitching on Linen: Favourite Flowers and launched its own website. 
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